Sea Monster Puppet

1. Cut out the Sea Monster monster template.
2. Trace the template onto card stock and cut it out. You may have to tape 2 pieces of card stock together to make it long enough to fit the template.
3. Squeeze a small amount of glue onto the end of a wooden craft stick and press it to another craft stick so they are joined together. Repeat this so that you have 2 long sticks and leave to dry.
4. Trace the edges of the monster’s fins onto craft foam. Repeat this so that there are 2 fins and cut them out.
5. Glue on the fins.
6. Attach 2 wiggle eyes.
7. Turn the monster puppet over and wipe a small amount of glue to the head and tail. Press the sticks to the glue and leave to dry.
8. Decorate the the sea monster’s puppet’s body. Make sure you leave it to dry before using your puppet.